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— Updated “base” year 2010.  Revised calculation boundaries based on recent coverage to deeper 

depths with more accuracy compared with historical surveys 

— Computation boundaries are from the backshore/foredune/seawall to DOC (Depth of Closure) or 

approximate centerline of channels: “The Sand Box.” 

— Overall, Seabrook Island (March 2016 to January 2017): 

o Gained 18,000 cy between Camp St Christopher and new Captain Sams Inlet. 

o Lost ~105,000 cy between Pelican Watch Villas and Oystercatcher (loss matches net 

loss between January 2015 and March 2016 for this area). 

— South Beach to Pelican Watch area has generally gained sand in the past year and since 2010. 

— Renken Point and the south half of North Beach have generally lost sand in the past year and since 

2010 with particularly severe recession of the order 400 ft since 2010 (see Fig 3.2, lower). 

— Beach Club Villas reach has eroded by nearly 4.5 cy/ft/yr since 2006.  Some of this rate reflects the 

episodic scour events that have occurred at least three times since July 2016 detailed in Section 3.2.  

The January 2017 event caused over 30,000 cy loss in the vicinity of Deveaux Villas. 

— The report outlines three possible factors that have led to the massive scour holes in the beach 

between the Beach Club & Beach Club Villas (actual cause uncertain): 

o Scour hole induced by currents and circulation eddies. 

o Historical location of a small inlet – possible less-resistant sediments. 

o Liquefaction of underlying sediments during high rainfall events. 

— Hurricane Matthew – Worst hurricane to impact Seabrook since Hugo (1989) and David (1979): 

o Storm surge of ~5 ft above normal tides caused flooding in low areas, dune recession, 

washovers along North Beach, and accumulations of waxed myrtle debris. 

o Pushed sand into the old channel of Captain Sams Inlet, helping accelerate accretion 

of abandoned shoals of the inlet. 

o No serious structural damage along Seabrook’s oceanfront—minor rock settling at 

Deveaux Villas. 

— Captain Sams Inlet migrated ~225 ft between late March 2016 and January 2017—a rate that is higher 

than recent averages by ~50 percent (likely due to Matthew). 

— Habitat mapping (required per terms of the permits) was successful and indicated that there has been 

an expansion of non-vegetated dry beach (habitat favored by species of concern; see Section 4.2). 

— CSE provides recommendations in Section 5.2 (see attached). 

— The next scheduled survey is January 2018. 

  



 

5.2    Recommendations  

Because of the potential for recurrence of scour along the seawall, CSE recommends initiation of 

planning and permitting to transfer sand from the accreting zone around Captain Sams Inlet to the 

Beach Club and Deveaux Villas area.  As long as there is a healthy supply of sand in that area, scour will 

be less likely to reach the toe of the seawall.  Other measures that should be considered are to stockpile 

armor stone on the island (or recycle stone from other areas) for emergency seawall repairs. 

CSE also recommends that the SIPOA apply for a sand-scraping permit to shift sand from accreting 

areas to South Beach.  This will redistribute sand to areas where it is needed for continued protection 

of the seawall.  Between 2002 and 2007, the SIPOA moved about 350,000 cy (under permit) in several 

events during winter months with little impact to beachgoers.  The cost of those efforts was generally 

less than $3/cy.  The primary permitting issue with such projects today is the designated critical habitat 

around Captain Sams Inlet.  However, such sand transfers have recently been performed at Isle of Palms 

and the eastern end of Kiawah Island with appropriate environmental protection measures. 

Finally, CSE recommends the majority of rafted myrtle shrubs be left in place along North Beach.  The 

dry beach will likely rebuild by summer, begin to bury the material, and initiate growth of a new dune 

ridge.  The dead myrtle are analogous to Christmas trees, which are commonly placed along the dunes 

to help trap sand before the summer buildup.  CSE expects to see stabilization of North Beach and 

eventual recovery as Captain Sams Inlet shoals move downcoast at an accelerating rate. 

 


